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Attribution requires a constant identifier 
across the customer journey…. 

…From each identified touchpoint…. 

…Through to conversion 
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Attribution 

Last Click attribution:  
Only the Click gets credit  

Full Attribution:  
Credit apportioned across all 

touchpoints. 

Browser Imp Browser Imp Browser Click 
 

Browser Click Browser conv. 
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Pre-roll video Dynamic Creative Static 

With Cross-Device Integration 
See a richer customer journey  

In-App In-App Mobile Web Search 

Phase 2 Cross-Device: Entire Customer Journey 



Building an Attribution framework 



Crawl-Walk-Run Framework 

Fractional 
AttributionAttribution

Integrate 
conversion 
events with 

tracked 
activity

Identify what 
you want to 
attribute to

Measure and 
track activity

Data Classification and strategy Models Modelling 

Crawl Walk Run 



Attribution Models
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Path to Conversion models 

100% 0% 0% 0% £ LAST 

25% 25% 25% 25% £ 
RULES 
BASED 

MODELS  
(e.g. weighted, time-decay) 

10% 15% 50% 25% £ 

x% x% 5x £ x% 
Fractional attribution 

A clearer model ensures you do not optimise to the wrong sites/
activity  



Visualising Path to Conversion 



  They can be subjective 
  They mostly provide more questions… 

  ….They are unlikely to provide insight 
  Not easy to optimise on 

  They can be (and are) gamed. 

But they are often the progression your organisation needs to take 
the next logical attribution step. 

Path to Conversion model constraints 



Fractional Attribution - Modelling 

•  Use the same data set as your 
current last-click methods 

•  Includes non-converter data 
 

•  Builds an objective* model from 
your own data 

•  Better identifies influential 
touchpoints 

x% x% 5x £ x% 
Fractional attribution 

*Assumed that data inputs are cleansed and validated 
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Modelling can take many forms 
FRACTIONAL ATTRIBUTION 
 

Data is cleansed and split into two groups: Training and Holdout (validation) 
Platform runs multiple models and Ensembles (combines) models   
Outputs are validated against holdout group to achieve highest predictive accuracy 

Machine Learning Validation 
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Ensure you can act upon the output. 



 

  Measure what is measurable (mobile, cross-device, walled gardens) 

  Continue to clean the data to get most out of the modelling 

  Filter out bad traffic (non-viewable, fraudulent, inappropriate content) 

  Validate performance of paid media with cost  

Recommendations 



  Take logical organisational steps to achieving your attribution goals…
don’t overstretch 

  Do look back at refining past processes 

  Perfect is the enemy of good….…but be aware of your constraints and 
limitations 

  Create Actionable Analytics- Make sure you get data that you and your 
company can take action from the results. 

Recommendations  



Questions 
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